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Introduction 
Walking through the halls of the Dayton Early College Academy (DECA), peo-
ple can hardly miss the message. Copies of classmates' college acceptance let-
ters greet students at the elevator. Pictures of DECA graduates in academic 
robes cover a wall. Banner-sized posters call out messages of resiliency. When 
students check their hair in a mirror, the words "I ' m going to college" encircles 
their faces . DECA 's singular mission is preparing urban students to become 
first-generation college graduates. 
In 2003 DECA was founded jointly by the University of Dayton (UD) and 
the Dayton Public Schools in response to what we believe is the social injustice 
of limited educational opportunities and lack of college access for urban stu-
dents. Today, DECA boasts a nearly perfect record of sending its graduates to 
college. Over the last five years, all but two of the school's 180 graduates en-
tered college. While the national sophomore college retention rate is 67.1 per-
cent (ACT 2011), DECA boasted a retention rate of 92 percent in 2009 and 91 
percent in 2010. On the 2012 Ohio Graduation Test, DECA students had a 100 
percent passage rate in reading compared to Ohio's rate of 80 percent; in math 
DECA students ' passage rate was 97 percent compared with Ohio's passage rate 
of 78 percent. 
DECA students and graduates have received a great deal of notoriety for 
their academic achievements. Two 2012 DECA graduates received the Bill and 
Melinda Gates Millennium Scholars Award, a prestigious honor that provides 
full college funding for the nation ' s most promising minority students. The stu-
dents now respectively attend Cornell University and Morehouse College. Last 
year's robotics team received the Rookie of the Year Award at the Dayton-area 
regional competition and advanced to the national competition, ranking in the 
top ten. And two teams won the school district Mock Trial competition, with 
one team advancing to the state competition. 
We believe that for urban schools to meet their goals and mission-in the 
way the DECA is modeling- takes a partnership among many stakeholders. 
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One such partnership that supports DECA, and might buttress other schools and 
students-and simultaneously help to enact a social justice ideal- is a school-
university connection. DECA was founded as a Professional Development 
School (PDS), with the school and university developing a reciprocal relation-
ship with a shared focus on the preparation of new teachers, the enhancement of 
high school students' achievement, school and university faculty members' pro-
fessiona l development, and collaborative inquiries aimed at improving instruc-
tional practices for all of the educators involved (Holmes Group l 990a). 
In this chapter, we wi ll describe our Midwestern university's response to 
two social justice issues: the lack of support for urban students to be ready for 
co llege and the issue of teacher quality in urban schools. DECA explicitly en-
deavors to respond to the dearth of educational opportunities for city youth. As 
well, as a PDS, DECA serves the university and our profession as a site for pre-
paring the next generation of urban teachers. Our partnership relies on a PDS 
framework and a social justice approach to impact students' access to learning 
and to develop quality educators through learning communities (Holmes Group 
1990a, 1990b, 1995; Teitel 2003). Using the lenses of the Marianist Catholic 
tradition and the PDS mission, here we will frame our social justice stance. We 
will specifically describe the revamping of two critical courses in the teacher 
education program with the goal of enacting social justice through developing 
effective teachers for urban settings. 
DECA-The Context 
In 2003 , a unique partnership between the University of Dayton, a Catholic uni-
versity fo unded by the Society of Mary (Marianist), and the Dayton Public 
Schools created DECA. The singular mission of the Dayton Early College 
Academy is to prepare urban students to become first generation college gradu-
ates. University facu lty and leaders from the Dayton Public Schools collaborated 
to develop DECA's curriculum and structure and received start-up funding from 
the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation's Early College High School Initiative 
and the Cincinnati-based Knowledge Works Foundation. Facing severe staffing 
cuts after a school district levy failed to pass in 2007, DECA retained its teach-
ers by converting to a "community" schoo l, Ohio's term for charter schools. 
Today, DECA is a seventh- through twelfth- grade school supervised by the 
Dayton Public Schools and operated by the University of Dayton. More recently 
UD has moved from a role of operating DECA to a collaborative role by giving 
DECA more autonomy in its governance, day-to-day operations, as well as fis-
cal operations. 
At its foundi ng, DECA was only the tenth early college academy in the 
United States. Early college academies ease the transition from high school to 
co llege by allowing upper class high school students to take college courses. In 
addition, these programs deliberately craft experiences that prepare students for 
app lying to and succeeding in co llege. 
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DECA is tuition-free and welcomes approximately 425 students living in 
Dayton on a first-come, first-served basis. In the 2011-20 I 2 school year, 73. 7 
percent of DECA students were classified as low income with 53 percent of stu-
dents eligible for free or reduced school lunch. In that same year, 79 percent of 
DECA's students were African American, 12 percent white, and 2 percent His-
panic. The remaining 7 percent included students of Middle Eastern, Asian, and 
multiracial descent. Over 87 percent of DECA' s students are potentially first-
generation college students. 
DECA has four distinctive structures that set it apart from traditional 
schools : advisory, the "Core Instructional Framework," gateways, and data 
teams. First, each student is assigned an advisor who serves as a mentor, role 
model, advocate, and instructor. Advisors conduct home visits and maintain 
frequent contact with the family throughout his/her time at DECA. This pro-
motes a strong relationship between the student, advisor, and student's family. 
The relationships these young people develop with advisors and teachers are 
often the difference between student success and failure and students' sense of 
belonging in their classrooms and school. Students also often build relationships 
with classmates in these advisory sessions, establishing "families" that assist, 
encourage, and support young people in achieving their shared goal of going to 
college. Advisory was intended to provide students with role models and men-
tors throughout high school and into their college experiences, with the hope 
that many of these relationships would be maintained. Graduates from DECA / 
frequently remain in contact with their mentors and receive general encour~ge-
ment as well as support and assistance with their college courses and assign-
ments. In many cases, an advisor is the only mentor in a student's life who has 
earned a college degree. 
Second, DECA is implementing the "Core Instructional Framework". devel-
oped by University Park School in Boston, as a means of promoting consist~ncy 
in instructional practices across all classes in the school. The focus is on .ng~r­
ous instructional methods that emphasize problem solving and critical thinking 
as fundamental to student success and college readiness. These include, for ex~ 
ample, Socratic seminars to develop students' speaking skills, abilities to defen 
claims, take a range of perspectives, and develop their academic voices. The 
Core Framework was selected because students often enter DECA several grade 
levels behind their generally Whiter and wealthier age group peers in non-urban 
settings in multiple subject areas and their parents and families are often u~e­
quipped to tackle skill gaps in the home. Classroom strategies are coupled. with 
additional support via tutoring by teachers and teacher candidates at available 
after-school study sessions. . 
Third, in addition to coursework, students must pass six "gateways" :0 
graduate from DECA. Each gateway consists of specific personal and academic 
learning goals that culminate with a presentation to a panel of teachers, the stu-
dent' s parents and family members, UD faculty, community leaders, and teac?er 
candidates. The gateways include job shadows, internships, independent .reading 
and writing projects (e .g. , journals, an autobiography), community service, and 
academic requirements (e.g., college classes, use of planners, class attendance). 
r 
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Fourth, DECA teachers use a variety of formative and interim assessments 
to drive instruction (Lee 2008). Teachers use data to modify and differentiate 
their instruction to meet the needs of their students. DECA uses data teams to 
analyze student assessment information to identify trends, seek clarification 
about student performance, and suggest interventions if necessary. Teachers 
meet weekly in data teams by content areas within and across grade levels to 
analyze students' performance based upon formative and summative assess-
ments used to monitor student progress. Data is shared at faculty meetings for 
the purpose of improving instructional practice and student performance. As 
appropriate, data-based conversations may involve individual students, their 
families, and other stakeholders. 
DECA has committed itself to an intentional culture of continuous reflec-
tion and improvement. The most recent change at DECA is the addition of 
PreK-2 and sixth grades as an attempt to close skill gaps earlier than the seventh 
grade year that was the school's original entry year for students. In summary, 
DECA is in the process of developing a PreK-12 school system that assists stu-
dents in developing the required skills to be successful college classes. 
Social Justice in Catholic and Marianist traditions 
As a Marianist university, fr conception of social justice draws from the 
Catholic, Marianist tradition. Social justice is rooted in the intrinsic dignity and 
worth of each and every pers and the human rights that flow from that dignity. 
Dignity is God-given, not earned or granted to people based on their accom-
plishments, actions, abilities, and place in society or beliefs, religious or other-
wise. A person cannot forfeit her or hi§. dignity nor can society take it away. In 
short, all people possess dignity e_qually and regardless of race, natio~ origin, 
genper, culture, or class (Pontifical Council for Justice and Peace 2004).W 
A Dignity is expressed in the context of human communities as human rights. 
Human rights support individuals ' abilities to participate in the economic, politi-
cal, and social life of community and include " rights to fulfillment of material 
needs, a guarantee of fundamental freedoms, and the protection of relationships 
that are essential to participat'on in the life of society" (National Conference of 
Catholic Bishops 1986, 79). ducation is a basic in · ble human right be-
cause it gives people tools etter their lives and to participate more fully in 
_ sodety (Vial 1994). We believe that inequities in the U.S. educational system 
deprive class s of people of their human right to education, effectively marginal-
izing them in society. 
In the Marianist Catholic tradition, every individual must engage in the pur-
suit of social justice; this quest is not an optional activity for anyone. Social jus-
tice demands the reorganization of unjust institutions so that they are focused on 
the service of the common good (Ferree 194 7 / 1997; Pope Pius XI 1931 ). The 
common good is the collection of social conditions that allow people, both as 
groups and individuals, to reach their potential and flourish as members of so-
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ciety (Pontifical Council for Justice and Peace 2004; Vatican Council II I 965). 
Every individual, regardless of position or role, is called to work for the com-
mon good (Ferree 1947/1997). In addition, social justice is a social affair, not an 
individual undertaking. While individuals alone may be helpless against an un-
just system, social justice is accomplished by individuals working together as 
members of groups (i.e ., socially to change social structures) to transform social 
institutions. As educators, we are working together as PDS partners to address 
injustices in urban education . 
Urban Education Challenges 
Dayton, like urban school districts across America, faces a plethora of difficult 
challenges and dismal statistics related to the well-being of its citizens. National-
ly, as many as 50 percent of students are not graduating in many urban districts, 
evidenced by recent data that indicates that out of the 3.5 million students in 
eighth grade, one million will drop out of school (Dewald 2003). Many factors 
contribute to low efficacy of urban schools. For example, urban students are 
more than twice as likely to be living in poverty as their counterparts found in 
the suburbs (Asimeng-Boahene 20 IO; Marley 2008), a fact that strongly corre-
lates to student achievement and success (Fox, Connelly, and Snyder 2005; Her-
nandez 2011; National Center for Educational Statistics 20 I I; Richert, Donahue, 
and LaBoskey 2008). At the same time, urban school districts across the nation 
are economically strapped- seemingly in perpetuity- with schools that are di-
lapidated, overcrowded, and segregated (D' Amico 200 I; Darling-Hammond 
20 IO; Lee 2002; National Center for Education Statistics 20 I I) . Compared to 
those in middle-class settings, urban classrooms are more likely to be poorly 
equipped, substandard, and crumbling, with students sharing outdated texts and 
substandard technology (Agarwal , Epstein, Oppenheim, Oyler, and Sonu 20 10; 
Darling-Hammond 2010; Kozol 2005). 
As classroom teachers and teacher educators, we recognize that we can do 
little to change the poverty that students encounter in their daily lives, and we 
can have little impact on the inadequate and substandard resources found in ur-
ban schools. The challenges our city students, schools, and communities are 
facing may seem overwhelming, but Marianist social justice advocate Ferree 
(I 947/1997) reminds us that individuals must always act in the face of injustice 
and this action begins within one 's own sphere of influence. We focused on 
working together to educate future teachers who could be effective with urban 
students, especially those living in poverty. 
Many entry- level teachers are ill-prepared and ill-equipped to face the chal-
lenges they confront in urban schools (Chizhik 2003 ; Darling-Hammond 2000, 
2009; Ingersoll 2003; Lankford, Loeb, and Wyckoff 2002; Williams 2003). A 
significant challenge facing urban schools is the cultural disconnect that often 
exists between urban teachers and their city students. In part because of limited 
cross-cultural experiences and a general cultural mismatch, many teacher candi-
"' 
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dates lack knowledge about the increasingly diverse student populations they 
might serve (Collopy and Bowman 2008; Trumbull, Greenfield, and Quiroz 
2003). The majority of teacher candidates are White, middle-class, monolingual 
females under twenty-five years of age with little experience with urban or high 
poverty settings (Folio , Hoerr, and Vorheis-Sargent 2002 ; Proctor, Rentz, and 
Jackson 200 I; Terrill and Mark 2000). Studies have reported that teacher candi-
dates hold negative perceptions of urban schools and diverse student populations 
and express a preference toward working in middle-class, suburban districts 
(Tiezzi and Cross 1997). In addition, research has consistently demonstrated that 
teachers must be content and pedagogical specialists in order to best promote 
student achievement and success (Banister and Reinhart 2011 ). A shortage of 
qualified teachers often translates to a shortage of higher-level courses (Darling-
Hammond 2000). 
Through our school/university PDS partnership, we have accepted the Mar-
ianist challenge to act for social justice in education. To do so, we have consid-
ered how together we can impact the quality of urban education. Specifically, 
we significantly revised the university sophomore and senior level experiences 
in our teacher education program in order to develop teachers who are both ped-
agogically and culturally competent. 
Professional Development Schools 
The UD/DECA partnership prepares future educators, promotes faculty devel-
opment, encourages inquiry to improve practice, and enhances student achieve-
ment (Holmes Group l 990a, l 990b; Levine 2002; National Council for Accredi-
tation of Teacher Education 2001 ). All nine criteria established by the National 
Association for Professional Development Schools (NAPDS) as the "essentials" 
of PDS partnerships (NAPDS 2008) are met in our partnership, but for this 
chapter four relate directly to our teacher education program curriculum revi-
sion: essential two, school/university culture committed to the preparation of 
candidates; essential three, ongoing and reciprocal professional development; 
essential four, shared commitment to innovative and reflective practice; and 
essential eight, work across institutional settings. 
Professional Development Schools are often compared to teaching hospitals 
because of their rigorous content and clinical experiences. Both PDSs and teach-
ing hospitals require sound academic programs and strong clinical experiences 
to achieve the desired outcome: qualified professionals who can meet the needs 
of the clients (Teitel 2003). To accomplish our common goal of preparing effec-
tive and qualified teachers as stated in essential two, DECA and UD are working 
together to construct such effective learning opportunities. For example, the 
PDS experience introduces sophomore candidates to urban students through 
personal interactions and supports DECA students ' success through individual 
tutoring. During teacher candidates ' senior year, instructional rounds engage the 
candidates in a common conversation with the PDS teachers concerning their 
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planned observations, followed by observations and post-conferences for de-
briefing. Rounds are embedded into the DECA school curriculum and used for 
faculty development as well as training of teacher candidates. Rounds have ena-
bled candidates, DECA faculty , and university faculty to address essential three 
and move the dialogue from the "what we do" to the "how" and "why" of teach-
ing (Ladson-Billings 2006). 
With an eye on best preparing effective teachers for urban districts, 
UD/DECA PDS began collaboration in 2006 on the redesign of the sophomore 
child and adolescent development course for teacher candidates seeking seventh-
through twelfth- grade licensure. In 2009, conversations began on the redesign of 
the senior year methods course, embedding instructional rounds into the curricu-
lum. Working together, members of our PDS partnership believed in order to 
meet our goals it was imperative that university and school faculty facilitate 
opportunities for candidates to make connections between theory and practice 
and assist candidates in understanding the contexts of teaching relating to essen-
tials four and eight. So began the journey of reframing our teacher education 
curriculum. 
Sophomore-Level Child and Adolescent Development Course 
With this objective of best preparing teachers for city districts like ours, we be-
gan our redesign process in 2006 by concentrating on revisions to one course, a 
required sophomore-level child and adolescent development course. The course 
provides candidates with their first in-depth field experience in an urban school. 
We recognized that through a revision of this course we could best consider the 
characteristics of our teacher candidates and the collective insights of UD and 
DECA faculty about needed changes to our program. 
A primary concern was the fact that our teacher candidates are similar to the 
pool of teacher candidates nationally (Folio, Hoerr, and Vorheis-Sargent 2002; 
Proctor, Rentz, and Jackson 2001 ; Terrill and Mark 2000). They are predomi-
nately white, middle- to upper-middle class, and describe their school experi-
ence as exclusively suburban (Collopy and Bowman 2008). Moreover, the ma-
jority of our candidates reported no or limited experiences with urban students 
or students living in poverty, with fewer than 20 percent having formed personal 
relationships as part of a formal role (e.g., Big Sister program) in an urban con-
text or having been a member of a urban or economically disadvantaged com-
munity. We were concerned that our candidates' lack of experience with and 
isolation from other racial and ethnic groups, economically disadvantaged stu-
dents, and urban settings could engender misconceptions and low expectations 
for students who were different from them (Howey 1999; Lalas 2007; Sleeter 
2008). Similarly, we worried that candidates' conceptions of "normal" reflected 
their own characteristics with only minimal self-awareness of privilege, deficit 
thinking, broader sociopolitical contexts of inequity, and their own cultures. 
L 
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Second, surveying our UD sophomores revealed that fully half hoped to 
eventually obtain future teaching positions in suburban schools while only 16 
percent preferred teaching in an urban school. This suggested that, although 70 
percent of our graduates teach in urban schools, most of our candidates would 
probably not proactively seek out opportunities to learn about urban students 
and communities. We were also concerned that many of them would not see 
urban field placements as relevant to their future plans. 
In redesigning the development course that we identified as a pivotal point 
of impact for our students' preparation as future city teachers, we leveraged field 
experiences, readings, and course assignments to connect academic knowledge 
of development and theoretical frames with focused observations and personal 
interactions. Changes to the field experience evolved over several years. One 
primary change occurred in 2006 when DECA became the field site for the 
course. Each semester was book-ended with an orientation to DECA and de-
briefing on the field experience with DECA's principal. Approximately fifty 
candidates each semester observed for twenty hours in a mentor teacher's class-
room. During observations, candidates collected field notes for a case study of 
one student's development. Before the field experience began candidates prac-
ticed taking observation notes that separated descriptions from their interpreta-
tions of their observations. To focus their data collection, candidates also con-
structed observation guides for each aspect of development. Guides included a 
specific aspect of development, data the candidate hoped to collect, questions 
for and activities with the student, and a related list of developmental concepts 
from course readings. 
In the summer of 2009, a group of DECA teachers and the course instructor 
collaborated on the redesign of the field experience for this course based on 
three concerns. First, teacher candidates struggled to obtain enough data for their 
case studies ifthe students with whom they were working were absent or taking 
a test on a day they observed. Second, mentor teachers noted several candidates 
settled into being only passive observers at the back of the classroom and did not 
become proactive in moving out of their comfort zones and developing rapport 
with DECA students. Finally, the field experience afforded only haphazard op-
portunities for candidates to interact individually with students, thus making 
observations related to development more superficial and, we feared, the rein-
forcement of racial and class stereotypes more likely. 
The redesigned field experience paired each candidate with a partner stu-
dent. To support the changes, the team developed guidelines for teacher candi-
dates to use in selecting partner students, expectations for candidates ' interac-
tions with partner students, and a revised form for evaluating candidates ' 
performance. During their first visit to DECA the principal provides an orienta-
tion to the school ' s mission, structure, and demographics, underscores expecta-
tions for candidates ' conduct and responsibilities, and introduces each candidate 
to their partner student. Instead of remaining in their mentor teacher' s class-
room, candidates now follow their partner student' s schedule for fifteen hours. 
This model allows more extensive, varied observations of these youths ' <level-
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opment in a range of contexts and a richer foundation for the eventual case study 
assignment. 
For the remaining five field experience hours, candidates have a number of 
options for tutoring students individually. Most work with students as arranged 
through their mentor teacher or with students who come to after-school study 
sessions. Others volunteer at school-organized events such as helping students 
revise papers at "Edit Night" or reviewing science content at "Nerd Night." Tu-
toring also affords opportunities for candidates to work closely with individual 
students, practice developing rapport with these young people, and identify 
strengths in students whose backgrounds are different from their own. These 
activities also represent an explicit attempt to give back to DECA, by providing 
over 500 hours of tutoring annually. 
Because introducing teacher candidates to unfamiliar populations through 
field experiences alone can reinforce stereotypes, we revised course readings, 
activities, and assignments as well. In addition to textbook chapters that cover 
concepts, theories, and trends and are standard in development courses, the syl-
labus is permeated with readings on diversity in development. Linguistic devel-
opment, for example, includes readings on dialects, code switching, and socio-
linguistic behaviors. Classroom activities and discussion provide candidates a 
safe place to examine their assumptions and investigate their place in society. 
Bronfenbrenner's Ecological Systems Theory (Bronfenbrenner 1979) serves 
as a touchstone throughout the courses. Candidates consider the many layers of 
environmental influences on development as they read, for example, about the 
magnitude, distribution, and impact of poverty on development, the social con-
struction of race and privilege, and at-risk and resiliency paradigms. The case 
study with its focus on an individual student in one urban school dovetails with a 
second experiential assignment that takes candidates into the wider community. 
For their " Environmental Explorations" projects, candidates work in groups to 
collect data comparing prices, note the availability of food items at urban and 
suburban grocery stores, find housing for fictional families with varying levels 
of education and corresponding income levels, reflect on their own expectations 
after participating in events in which they are a racial or ethnic minority, or 
compare resources in tours of urban and suburban neighborhoods. Analyses of 
these data in light of course and additional readings are often eye-opening to 
candidates as they again reflect on their own social location, preconceptions, and 
the divergent experiences of their potential future students. 
Instructional Rounds 
A common complaint made about teacher education programs regards the sepa-
ration between university-based classes and school-based student teaching (Dar-
ling-Hammond 2009). Yet, as early as their sophomore years, the adolescent 
young adult teacher candidates (in grades seven through twelve licensure area 
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volved in extensive observation, case study development, and tutoring at DECA. 
And to further address this inconsistency between theory and practice, the con-
versations between the UD and DECA partnership have focused on the imple-
mentation of "instructional rounds" due to the potential of this practice to pro-
vide collegial learning opportunities among teachers that are often lacking in 
schools (Sarason 1996). Rounds create a channel for communication about edu-
cational practice between school and university faculty , and provide all partici-
pants with occasions for situated learning in context of practice (Lave and 
Wenger 1991; Thompson and Cooner 2001 ). 
Instructional rounds are a practice adapted from the medical field , where 
"Grand Rounds" are an integral feature of physician training. During rounds, 
medical residents learn clinical reasoning skills and develop knowledge of spe-
cific pathology areas through discussing patient cases with experienced physi-
cians. Traditionally, medical rounds were conducted bedside and included clini-
cal examinations of a patient. Today, rounds often include presentation of data 
on particularly intriguing, challenging, or unusual cases with no patient interac-
tion. 
Similarly, instructional rounds are structured in a variety of ways. Each of 
these strives to develop professional knowledge through analysis of data from 
specific clinical cases (Blagg 2008). Another variation of rounds involves the 
use of observations followed by evidence-based conversations on a pre-
identified problem (Graham 2008; Rallis, Tedder, Lachman, and Elmore 2006) 
with teams developing strategies for differentiating instruction. Thompson and 
Cooner (2001) documented that rounds improved candidates ' education by 
providing "first-hand experience in observing, questioning and reflecting on the 
'best practice' strategies of master teachers in a collaborative and supportive 
environment" (87). In this study, mentor teachers found questions from teacher 
candidates were helpful in reflecting on their instructional practice and profes-
sional development. Rounds by themselves are a transformation of the often 
isolating practice of teaching into a communal examination of pedagogical prac-
tice (Thompson and Cooner 200 I; Virtue 2005), making pedagogical thinking 
explicit and addressing both how to think about and what to do with issues of 
social context, students, curriculum, and instruction. Such practices have 
strengthened the reciprocal partnership between DECA and UD faculty and the 
link between the academic and clinical education of teachers. 
Our model follows the instructional rounds study implemented by Del Prete 
( 1997, 2006) at Clark University to create a reflective culture in the university ' s 
five collaborative schools, which are similar to PDS sites. The model includes 
pre-round discussion of the planned lesson, lesson observation, and post-
observation discussion among teacher candidates and school and college faculty. 
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Structure of Instructional Rounds 
During our pilot year of instructional rounds in 2009, twelve teacher candidates 
in the Adolescent Young Adult English language arts program, all females, par-
ticipated in four rounds sessions during the fall semester prior to student teach-
ing. Candidates observed four different teachers. One teacher had thirty years of 
teaching experience, two each had eight years of teaching experience, and one 
had been teaching for five years. Two had graduated from the University of 
Dayton and the other two from out-of-state institutions. Three of these teachers 
were female and one was male. 
Prior to the instructional rounds session, the DECA teachers and methods 
faculty discuss and align topics being taught at DECA to the university course 
syllabi in order to coordinate the focus for the observations. This is a demonstra-
tion of the theory being taught in the methods course and the observation of 
practice at the school site. It was decided that each teacher being observed 
would prepare a lesson plan for the pre-conference and observation. Candidates 
train in the process of data collection using a focused observation form on three 
topics: verbal flow, question types, and engagement time. Verbal flow docu-
ments student participation in the class, questioning examines all inquiries posed 
by the teacher and students, and engagement time investigates student time on 
task. 
On the day of the observation, the candidates and university faculty meet 
with the DECA teacher/teachers for a pre-conference. During this time the 
teacher provides a lesson plan that includes objectives, standards, activities, as-
sessments, and other special considerations prior to the lesson (see appendix I). 
The teacher also details a rationale as to why strategies or methods were select-
ed, provides a context of the class to be observed, and poses a question to the 
candidates for data collection for the teacher's own professional development. 
Data collected might focus on such factors as the engagement time of students, 
the interaction time between the teacher and students, the types of questions 
being posed to students, or the number and nature of critical questions being 
used to promote student learning. The university faculty member serves as the 
facilitator for the rounds and candidates are data collectors and collaborators. 
Following the pre-conference, candidates enter the teacher's class to ob-
serve the teaching episode and collect data. During this time, the teacher may 
engage the candidates in a "sidebar activity" by stopping the lesson and posing a 
question to the candidates about methodology or pedagogy being implemented, 
inquiring about what they believe is the next step in the teaching episode, or 
discussing an adjustment in the lesson plan. The candidate collects data using 
the social justice observation form (see appendix 2) as well as poses questions 
on the data collection form to be used in the debriefing. 
Following the teaching episode, candidates, DECA teachers, and university 
methods faculty meet to report and discuss data, procedures, methods, and ask 
questions based on the observations. This is an opportunity for the teacher to 
discuss his/her view of the teaching episode prior to the candidate sharing data 
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collected. This is a time for all to collaborate, elaborate, and respond to situa-
tions that occurred within the context of the class in a non-evaluative stance. The 
candidates then share data and discussion follows about students, content, meth-
odology, and instructional strategies that connect the theory from the university 
methods class to the reality of the classroom. This is a time for brainstorming, 
analyzing, and discussing data to contextualize the candidates' observations of 
the class. In many cases, teacher candidates will have been at DECA in previous 
semesters and will know students from tutoring and mentoring during their 
sophomore and junior years. This allows the candidates to add depth to the con-
versations concerning content, context, students, and procedures. 
The data collected by the method professors for rounds during this pilot 
year consisted of three points: analysis of pre- and post-conference discussion 
and questions, candidates' reflections following the rounds, and candidates' ob-
servational data collected during the rounds. The analysis consisted of the meth-
od professors scripting the pre and post conference discussions, coding concept 
units, and categorizing the units. Based on this analysis, it became evident that 
pre-clinical experience candidates ' questions focused on the "what" and the 
"how" of teaching. We found that 95 percent of the candidates ' questions dealt 
with implementation issues and instructional procedures and 5 percent focused 
on planning of instruction. Teacher candidates were primarily were concerned 
with knowing which instructional strategy to select in delivering content. 
Our analyses further revealed three emphases emerging from candidates ' re-
flection papers: classroom · management ( l 00 percent), instructional strategies 
(75 percent) and assessment (I percent). Every candidate commented on class-
room management, either in their observational data or questions posed in the 
reflection paper. Instructional strategies were the second largest category, with 
candidates' identifying methods and strategies presented from the methods class 
or previous university classes, but with no elaboration of the strategy's effec-
tiveness in the class. The third category, assessment, was identified by one per-
son and related to a formative assessment technique observed during rounds. 
The same three data points were collected for the post-clinical rounds: anal-
ysis consisting of scripting, coding, and analyzing concept units of pre and post 
conference, candidates' reflections, and candidates ' observational data. Based 
on the results from the analysis of the pre-conference, teacher candidates asked 
many questions focusing on teaching new content and the differentiation of in-
struction. As well, candidates ' reflection papers presented a broader view of the 
observed classrooms. They identified methods and strategies and elaborated on 
how these supported student learning. They also added rationales for using these 
and described personal experiences from their teaching experience related to 
these strategies. The responses given also included explanations of both how and 
why they would use the strategies. 
Three common topics emerged from the reflection papers: teaching strate-
gies, classroom management, and assessment. It was interesting to note that the 
teaching strategies moved from the second most frequently noted topic during 
the first set of rounds to the most commonly noted topic in the reflections, and 
that classroom management was actually highlighted less frequently. After the 
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clinical experience, teacher candidates commented that the most successfu l 
classroom management techniques were those that were integrated into the 
teachers' teaching methods and instructional strategies that engaged students 
and were implemented consistently throughout the classes . 
In the post-conference discussion, the teacher candidates were more at ease 
with the DECA teachers and more willing to offer their candid observations. 
They identified difficult elements of the lesson and the frequent use of scaffold-
ing to assist students with developing new content and forge connections to their 
prior knowledge. Teacher candidates were more comfortable making sugges-
tions and using personal scenarios from their teaching to extend these conversa-
tions. 
During the post-conference, DECA teachers were asked to write reflections 
of their experiences with the instructional rounds . They were required to reflect 
on what they learned about themselves as teachers, what they learned about their 
students from the data shared by the candidates, and how they grew as profes-
sionals. Based on their written reflections collected following the rounds experi-
ence, the DECA teachers' feedback was very positive about the use of instruc-
tional rounds and they consistently felt they received help with their teaching 
practices and grew in their abilities to enhance student learning. In her reflec-
tion, a tenth-grade English teacher with five years' teaching experience wrote: 
You reminded me to provide more opportunities for students to synthesize in-
formation independently. Based on students' assessments, you were right. 
Many students did not retain the information and I think that problem derives 
from the fact that they did not get a chance to tru ly own the knowledge. 
A second teacher, an eleventh-grade English teacher with e ight years of experi-
ence, responded in her reflection: 
One of your students suggested that I provide an opportunity for students to il-
lustrate the various settings (in the novel the setting of the story shifted many 
times). I did it and found the lesson highlighted students' misconceptions, but it 
also forced them to look back at the text for imagery and detai led descript ions. 
A third teacher, an eighth-grade Language Arts teacher with five years' teaching 
experience, responded, "Your feedback regarding student participation encour-
aged me to create seating charts that distribute active and passive participants 
evenly throughout the classroom." 
Overall , we discovered that these rounds gave the candidates and the teach-
ers opportunities to discuss the "thinking" of the teacher in planning and deliver-
ing lessons and to discover that it is not only knowledge of the curricular content 
that goes into teachers ' planning, but also consideration of students' lives, expe-
riences, and even broader contexts. Following the second session of rounds, the 
teacher candidates often asked questions about students they observed and what 
the teacher was doing to create opportunities for student learn ing and achieve-
ment. These structures and their attendant opportunities for reflection and dia-
L 
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logue clearly allowed all of the constituents of our PDS to develop the practice 
of working with and as a community of teachers. 
Conclusion 
In the United States, the lack of educational opportunities for urban students and 
the challenge of preparing quality teacher candidates for urban settings are some 
of the crucial social justice issues of our time. In this chapter we have offered a 
brief study and illustrations of a PDS partnership that s imultaneously addresses 
the preparation of candidates, faculty professional development, and the im-
provement of student learning through transforming elements of both our PK-12 
schools and our teacher preparation institutions. Our PDS work began by con-
centrating on one critical course in our teacher education program- our ado les-
cent child development class- and then moved to a second course, the senior 
methods class. The Dayton Early College Academy (DECA) was founded on the 
University of Dayton's campus to prepare seventh through twelfth graders to 
become first generation college graduates. In turn, DECA has become an essen-
tial site for preparing University of Dayton teacher candidates to become effec-
tive teachers of traditionally underachieving students. 
The pursuit of social justice in schools and PDSs is a continuing and imper-
fect endeavor. While preliminary evidence suggests that our efforts are moving 
us toward the enactment of social justice in our PDS contexts, we are continuing 
to refine the structure of our programs as we analyze data from our teacher can-
didates, collaborate with colleagues, respond to needs of current students, and 
learn from the research and experiences of others. The social justice work of 
transforming schools and empowering individuals continues at DECA and with-
in University of Dayton ' s teacher education programs with, as Ferree 
(1947/1997) described, incremental changes by people w ithin their spheres of 
life. . 
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Appendix 1 
Teacher Preparation Form for Pre-Conference Session 
I. Lesson Plan: use your own format but be sure to include objectives, 
procedures, etc. 
2. Questions: Three to five questions related to your teaching that will 
help guide the observation and reflection of the observers. 
211 
3. Background: provide a paragraph that will give perspective for your 
observers. Include relevant things like student ability levels, reasons for 
selecting certain teaching methods, or anything else you feel they need 
to know for this teaching episode. 
4. Review your objectives for your lesson. 
5. Explain what you'd like the observers to look for during your lesson for 
your professional development. 
6. Discuss the role your observers are to have in the room (i.e., remain 
seated in the back, raise hand if have something to contribute, sit at ta-
bles with students, work with students) 
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Appendix 2 
Social Justice Observation Form 
I. Data Collection: Questions 
1. In the box below, record all the questions that the teacher poses to the 
students. 














3. Based on the categories-what data can you present to the teacher at 
the post-conference and what questions do you bring to the conversa-
tion about teaching and learning? 
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11. Data Collection: Engagement Time 
1. For this activity, you will observe four different students during a 
ten-minute interval. Record the activity, time on task, and time off 
task . 
2. Based on your data, what factors increased or decreased engage-
ment time and what questions do you bring to the conversation 






Ill. Data Collection: Interaction Time 
l. You will receive the teacher's seating chart. For this observation, 
you are to use arrows representing who is talking and to whom. 
This may be teacher to student, student to teacher, and student to 
student. 
2. Based on your data, what can you posit about the class? Where did 
the interaction originate, were certain students called upon more 
than others? What questions do you bring to the conversation about 
teaching and learning? 
